
Towards Pratial Quantum CryptographySurasak Chiangga1;2, Patrik Zarda1;4, Thomas Jennewein3 Harald Weinfurter4;51 Institut f�ur Experimentalphysik, Universit�at Innsbruk, Tehnikerstr. 25, A-6020 Innsbruk, Austria2 Department of Physis, Kasetsart University, Bangkok, Thailand 109003 Institut f�ur Experimentalphysik, Universit�at Wien, Boltzmanngasse 5, 1090 Wien, Austria4 Sektion Physik, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universit�at M�unhen, Shellingstr. 4/III, D-80799 M�unhen, Germany5 Max-Plank-Insitut f�ur Quantenoptik, D-85748 Garhing, Germany(Appl. Phys. B, in print)Quantum ryptography bases the seurity of quantum key exhange on the laws of quantum physisand is likely to beome the �rst appliation employing quantum e�ets for ommuniation. Here wepresent performane tests of a new design based on polarization enoding of attenuated, oherentlight pulses. Our measurements show that this ompat setup an ahieve an e�etive key-bit ratein the kHz-range with low alignment requirements and thus o�ers the tools for fast and user-friendlyquantum key exhange.I. INTRODUCTIONQuantum ryptography [1℄ is the most advanedmethod of the inreasing number of quantum ommu-niation shemes. It allows provable seure key exhangeand thus will form the basi ingredient of any trustwor-thy ryptographi sheme. The seurity does not relyon (yet unproven) assumptions about the omplexity ofmathematial algorithms but is �rmly based on the lawsof quantum physis. After the �rst experiments per-formed almost a deade ago [2,3℄, a number of di�erentshemes and protools have been implemented demon-strating their priniple feasibility even over long �beronnetions [4℄. In order to beome a real appliationquantum ryptography has to be further developed to es-tablish its usefulness outside shielded lab environments.Moreover the devies have to beome more stable andeasier to operate as nowadays demonstration setups. Im-portant steps along this diretion have been the develop-ment of plug&play systems [5℄ and of free-spae quantumryptography [6℄. These experiments show the feasibilityof user-friendly long-distane �ber shemes and the pos-sibility of key-exhange to satellites, whih might �nallybridge any terrestial distane. Quantum ryptography isvery likely to beome the �rst appliation exploiting thepartiular properties of single quanta. But for a generalaeptane of this new tehnology it is neessary to de-vise systems whih are both ompat and reliable, butalso a�ordable and user-friendly.Here we present tests of a setup employing the lassiBB84 protool with polarization enoding [1℄. Contraryto other demonstrations of quantum ryptography, oursystem does not use ative manipulation devies, likePokels ells, for setting or analyzing the polarization.Instead, four randomly swithed laser diodes are polar-ized along the neessary diretions. The randomnessof Bob's polarization analysis is ensured by the inher-ent quantum nature of deteting single photons behinda beam splitter, whih is used to divert the beams to

the polarization analyzers. In addition, a new synhro-nization sheme is implemented diretly along the quan-tum hannel, whih allows to synhronize sender and re-eiver eletronis to better than 3ns with minimal usageof hannel apaity. Together with the high pulse fre-queny of 2 MHz and a low qubit-error rate (QBER) of1.21% a high key rate of more than one kbit/se beomespossible. II. THE CONCEPTQuantum ryptography uses basi laws of quantumphysis to guarantee seure key exhange. The key an beused with unpreedented on�dene in any lassi ryp-tographi protool, where it inreases the seurity to themaximum ahievable value. Together with the "one timepad" enoding [7℄, whih is provably unbreakable pro-vided the key is known solely to sender and reeiver, ab-solutely seure ommuniation beomes possible.The seurity of quantum ryptography is based on thefat that, after the measurement of one quantum observ-able, one an not infere the possible values of a seond,non-ommuting observable. This observation led Ben-nett and Brassard to the following protool for seurekey exhange [1℄. Alie transmits single photons polar-ized randomly along one of the diretions H, V, +45Æ,and -45Æ through the quantum hannel to Bob. He thenanalyzes the photon, randomly along one of the same fourdiretions. If both used the same observable basis, thatmeans either H and V, or +45Æ and -45Æ, they have per-fet orrelation between their settings and an use theseevents to establish the seret key bits. An eavesdropperinterepting the quantum hannel will ause errors in thisbit string (as an example, Fig. 1 shows an eavesdropperwho interepts the quantum hannel and mimis Bob toAlie, and ats like Alie for Bob). Any attak of theeavesdropper in order to inrease his knowledge aboutthe key, either by diret measurement or even by entan-1



FIG. 1. Priniple idea of quantum ryptography: Alie andBob swith randomly and independently the preparation andanalyzation basis for the weak oherent pulses between fournon-orthogonal diretions. Any eavesdropper attak then ne-essarily auses errors in the bit-string shared by Alie andBob.gling his probe to one or more transmitted photons, willinrease the probability of wrong key bits [8℄.The main design goals for our system are reliabilitywith a minimum need of alignment during operation,but also keeping in mind that the modules should bewell-pried and ompat. The modules are designedto operate in the near-IR-teleommuniation window at853 nm, whih is equally well suited for �ber-onnetionswithin loal area networks (LAN) and for free-spaequantum hannels. Silion single-photon avalanhe de-tetors (SPAD) have a high quantum eÆieny at thiswavelength and very low dark ount rates, ompared toGermanium- or InGaAs-detetors for the 1:3�m or 1:5�mregimes. Thus the oinidene gate times, pulse widthand synhronization spei�ations an be onsiderablyrelaxed. All the optis of the sender and reeiver mod-ules are built with disrete optial omponents, utilizingthe high quality and low prie of ommerially availablenear-IR optis. As we will see in the following setion,this also adds to the simpli�ation and to the stability ofthe devies.III. SETUP OF SENDER AND RECEIVERMODULESThe general layout of the sender and reeiver modulesof Alie and Bob is shown in Fig. 2. In Alie's sender foursingle mode laser diodes (5 mW) are used to produe theweak oherent pulses whih are then sent to Bob [9℄. At arate of 2 MHz, one of the four laser diodes is swithed onfor 10ns aording to a (pseudo-) random 2 bit patternrequested from a DI/DO-PC-interfae ard. The diodesare oriented roughly at either horizontal or vertial ori-entation, and in pairs, their light is overlapped at two po-larizing beam splitters (PBS) giving vertially polarizedlight from the reeted beam and horizontal polarizationfrom the transmitted one, respetively. The polarizationof one of the two resulting beams is rotated by a half-waveplate by 45Æ to give the neessary +45Æ and -45Æ outputpulses. Finally, these two beams are overlapped at a non-polarizing hybrid beam splitter (BS). This beam splitter

has very good reetion/transmission ratio of lose toone, however, the internal birefringene of suh a beamsplitter slightly ompliates the sheme. A relative phaseshift between horizontal and vertial polarization (on theorder of 20Æ) does not inuene the H and V polarization,but hanges the �45Æ orientations into elliptialy polar-ized light. This e�et is smaller in transmission but stillhas to be preompensated in the �45Æ-arm with suitablyadjusted quartz plates. All laser diodes and beam splitterubes have a size of about 5 mm and are well suited forfurther minituarization of the setup. Behind the beamsplitter BS a lens (f=30m) ollimates the very divergentbeams to failitate oupling into a �ber or free-spae op-tis at the output of Alie's module.We want to emphasize that no further lens was usedso far. The divergent light emitted by the laser diodeswas transmitted through a series of pin holes (PH) andwas thereby onsiderably attenuated between the laserdiodes and Alie's output. This loss, however, is nees-sary for the quantum ryptography sheme, sine onlystrongly attenuated oherent pulses (mean photon num-ber � 0:1) an be used to avoid simple beam splittingattaks by the eavesdropper. Due to the huge divergeneof the emitted light small mehanial drifts of the om-ponents do not hange the output. This simpli�es align-ment requirements for the diodes and beam splitters andenhanes the stability of the modules. Moreover, thereare no fast swithing high-voltage Pokels-ells neededfor suh a setup, the same randomly polarized pulses aregenerated by simply swithing on and o� the four laserdiodes.Bob's reeiver is built symmetrially to Alie's sender.After oupling out of the quantum hannel, a non po-larizing beam splitter splits the inoming light quantainto a oherent superposition of going to the polarizationanalyzer oriented along H/V or to another one, whih,after a half-wave plate, analyzes the polarization along�45Æ. Due to the birefringene of the beam splitterBS, it is reommended to perform the �45Æ analysis inthe beam transmitted by the beam splitter after om-pensation. The oherent superposition auses an ideal,non-deterministi random hoie of the analysis dire-tion. The detetion proess itself gives the informationabout both, the hoie of the basis and the result of theanalysis in this basis.As detetors we used passively quenhed Silion singlephoton avalanhe detetors operated in the Geiger mode.The diodes were equipped with a double stage thermo-eletri ooler and do not need any further water ool-ing et. At room temperature the diodes an be ooleddown to -30ÆC reduing the dark ount rate to below 300ounts/s. Narrow band interferene �lters (�� = 5 nm)redue the sensibility against stray light.The hoie of 2 MHz for the basi lok frequeny ofour modules is a ompromise between high pulse rateand the limitation brought by the ahievable ount rate.When operating Si-SPADs in passive quenhed mode,they are very reliable and survive high light inputs with-2



FIG. 2. Layout of the sender and reeiver modules: (top) optial setup: 4 laser-diodes are pulsed to generate faint pulses withdi�erent polarization at the output (LD/H for horizontal polarization, et.). The pulses are overlapped by polarizing (PBS)and non-polarizing beam splitters (BS) and ollimated by lens L2. Pinholes (PH) are used to attenuate the light and to setthe mean number of photons to about 0.1 per pulse. Additionally, bright synhronization pulses are generated by diode LD/S.At Bob's reeiver random hoie of the polarization analysis is ahieved by splitting the inoming beam at BS and registeringthe detetions at the single photon avalanhe detetors (DM/H, et.). (bottom) eletronis: At a rate of 2 MHz a (pseudo-)random 2bit pattern is requested from the PC. Aordingly one of the four laser-diodes is pulsed for 10ns. At the reeiverthe detetion events are sampled as a 4bit pattern to enable two-photon detetion analysis. Synhronization is ahieved bylok-reovery iruitry at the reeiver, triggered by a four-fold oinidene.out damage. However, the dead time is about 1 �s, whihtherefore limits aeptable ount rates to about 100000ounts/s. Higher ount rates would beome possible ifone redues the dead time, either by ative quenhingor, signi�antly simpler, by gating the overbias of theSi-SPADs.The liks of the detetors are sampled via a DI/DO-PC-interfae ard as a 4 bit pattern to enable the soft-ware analysis of two-photon detetions. This samplingof Bob's detetion events has to be gated synhronouslywith the pulses generated by Alie's sender module. Thelow dark ount rate of the Si-SPADs allows to relax thegate time to as muh as 20 ns (thus ausing a dark ountrate related erroneous detetion with a probability as lowas 10�7 per gate time). Still, a synhronization of Alie'sand Bob's loks is neessary to within a fration of thegate time. Keeping our design goals in mind, we deidedto use optial synhronization via the quantum hannel.When using the quantum hannel for other purposes thankey exhange, one should be onerned about not usingto muh of the hannel apaity urgently needed for keygeneration. A simple and reliable lok reovery iruitryallows to redue the extra usage of the quantum hannel

to 3%. A very positive side e�et is, that no run-time al-libration of the pulses between Alie and Bob is needed,sine the very same link is used both for synhronizationand for seret key exhange.The synhronization operates as follows: after 97 ran-domly polarized, weak oherent pulses of the four laserdiodes a �fth laser diode (LD/S in Fig. 2) is triggered.The light of this laser is ollimated right after the diode,resulting in a pulse 105 times stronger ompared to lightfrom the other diodes. The polarization is transformedinto irular orientation by a quarter-wave plate and ou-pled by an additional beam splitter into the output ofAlie's sender module. After arriving at Bob's reeiverthis pulse will ause detetion events in all four detetorsdue to its brightness and its polarization. The four-foldoinidene event triggers the lok reovery pulse. Af-ter ampli�ation, the harmonis at 2MHz of the pulse is�ltered by exatly the same quartz iruitry whih gener-ates the original lok in Alie's module. Two more timeyles were paused to allow the ampli�ers and the dete-tors to reover from saturation after the synhronizationpulse. With this sheme the 2MHz lok signal an be3



FIG. 3. Intensity of the last three pulses of a synhroniza-tion sequene (obtained from one laser diode foused on aphoto diode). The inset shows the jitter of the time di�er-ene between Alie's last pulse and Bob's last gate interval.reovered from the 20kHz synhronization pulses with ajitter as low as 3ns.IV. PERFORMANCE TESTSThe test setup was mounted on standard optial bread-boards with ommerial mounts for bulk optis. The goalof the test measurements was to evaluate various ompo-nents implemented in this design, in partiular the laser-diodes, polarizing and non-polarizing beam splitters andthe Si-SPADs ontrol eletronis. These omponents willbe implemented in a next, miniaturized version [10℄.Figure 3 shows the last three pulses of a sequene, rightbefore a new synhronization pulse. Here the light ofthe laser-diode was diretly foused on a photo diode.The timing jitter between Alie's last pulse and Bob'slast gate interval is displayed in the inset. The widthof the distribution is less than 3ns, with the strutureoriginating from reetions in the eletronis. The jitteris by far suÆient for the timing of the oinidene gateswith a width of 20 ns. In order to set the number ofphotons per pulse to about 0.1 a Hanburry-Brown-Twisssetup was used to measure the two-photon probabilitydiretly at Alie's output.The polarization of the attenuated pulses was evalu-ated diretly at Alie's output by a polaror polariza-tion �lter and a single photon detetor (Fig. 4a). Wededue the qubit-error rate (QBER) from the ratio ofthe ounts in the H-detetor produed from V-polarizedpulses versus the ounts produed from the same num-ber of H-polarized pulses, and similar for the other threediretions. After ompensating the birefringene of the

FIG. 4. Polarization analysis: (a) Rotating a polarizing �l-ter at the output of Alie's sender one obtains a qubit-errorrate (QBER) of the polarized pulses below 0.4%. (b) Theanalysis performed by Bob's reeiver gives the ombinedQBER of the whole setup (inluding transmission through2m single mode �ber). The rate of 1.21% permits eÆientand seure key exhange.non-polarizing beam splitters one ahieves low noise alsofor the �45Æ diretions resulting in a QBER of 0.4% atAlie's output. When oupling these pulses via a 2m �berinto Bob's unit we obtain the net noise rate of senderand reeiver units. Figure 4b shows the various ountrates at Bob's detetors, when rotating an additionalhalf-wave plate in front of the unit [11℄. Analyzing theseount-rates, we obtain a mean QBER of 1.2% (H 0.33%,V 0.22%, +45Æ 2.68%, and �45Æ 1.61%).V. OUTLOOKQuantum ryptography will beome the �rst applia-tion out of the reently proposed quantum ommunia-tion shemes, provided these quantum devies an be op-erated without any adjustment and alignment by the userand in virtually any environment, and also an be pro-dued at a�ordable osts. We presented a new design ofsender and reeiver modules, with a signi�antly reduedsensitivity to mehanial and thermal drifts. The om-ponents evaluated in this performane test an be readily4



used in the next version, where the optial setup will beredued to a size of about 10m � 10m. The ahievedqubit-error rate is reasonable, and an be improved whenfurther reduing the error for the �45Æ basis. Further-more, the synhronization sheme has proven its utility:With a minimum usage of the quantum hannel the twoloks at Alie and Bob an be synhronized to a prei-sion whih mathes the timing requirements when usingSilion single-photon avalanhe detetors.Addressing the seurity needs for a quantum ryptog-raphy system and to inrease its performane and relia-bility, one might want to add some improvements to thedesign. In the setup using 4 laser-diodes, one has to takeare, that all laser emit at the same frequeny. Other-wise an eavesdropper attak would be possible where thesent polarization is dedued from the frequeny. To avoidsuh an intereption, one should lok all four laser diodesto another free running laser diode. Along any quantumhannel, there will be some rotation of the polarizationbases. Therefore, in the next step, an additional polar-ization ontrol unit has to be implemented, best at Bob'sreeiver unit [12℄. For (auto-) alignment of the unit, thesender module will emit light ontinuously in order to gethigh ount rates for mathing the polarization bases. Wepropose to use bulk optis or liquid rystals in this ase,sine ontrary to �ber omponents, one an adjust thetwo bases independently, thus simplifying the task.Finally, one of ourse would like to inrease the ratefor generating the seure key. As mentioned, the value of2 MHz was hosen aording to the ahievable ount rateof the single photon detetors. Altogether, for examplewith a 10% loss along the quantum hannel (orrespond-ing to a �ber length of 3.5 km), one still an obtain a highkey rate of about 1 kHz [13℄. Reduing the dead time ofthe single photon detetors by ative quenhing or bygating the avalanhe diodes an inrease the maximumount rate. The inreased key rate will make quantumryptography a useful tool for seure ommuniation.VI. ACKNOWLEDGMENTThis work was supported by the Austrian Si-ene Foundation FWF Projet Y48-PHY, the AustrianAademy of Sienes, the Austrian Aademi Exhange,and ESPRIT-projet EQCSPOT.
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